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In this paper we shall study the relationships between the following three 
families of assertions: 
C(n): If G is a graph that does not induce & or KS-e and w(G) 6 n. then 
x(G)rn+l. 
C’(n): If M is a multigraph such that A(M)< n, p(M)<2 and M does not 
contain a S-sided triangle (i.e., a triangle with a multiple edge), then 
x’(M)Gn+l. 
J(m): If M is bn edge critical multigraph such that x’(M) > 
(mA(M)+ m -3)/(m - l), then u(M)< m -2. 
Questions about these assertions arose in the following manner. Beineke 123 
proved that a graph G is the line graph of some graph H iff G does not induce 
any of the graphs G1, . . . , G9 depicted in Fig. 1. 
If G is the line graph of H, then x’(H) = x(G) and, provided that A(H) 2 3, 
A(H) = o(G). Thus Vizing’s Theorem [8] for graphs can be stated as follows: if G 
is a graph that does not induce any of the graphs G1,. . . , G9, then x(G)< 
o(G) + 1. Choudum [3] showed that the conclusion holds either if G does not 
induce any of the graphs G1, Ga, G3, or G4, or if G does not induce ;;ny of the 
graphs G1, G?, G5 or Gg. Javdekar [Sj improved this result by eliminatiug G3 and 
G, from the hypothesis and conjectured that for all n, C(n) is true. In this paper 
we shall prove that for all n, C(n) is true iff C’(U) is true, thus returning 
Javdekar’s conjecture to the domain of edge coloring. EartIer Jakobsen [6] had 
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asked whether &III) is true for all odd m. Goldberg [4] proved J(m) for all odd 
111 -< 9. We shall prove that for :!I 111 and n, with r)z - 1 s n S fn, J(m) implies 
C’(n 1. Thus Javdckar’s conjccturc is true for 11 G 9. We also show that in any case 
Javdckar’s conjt:cture is nearly true. In particular if G is a graph that does not 
induct2 K,., or K, -Y, then x(GK4G)+2 and if in addit& G does not induce 
all of G.,. c; 5, and Go, then x(G) SW(G) + 1. The latter result is an improvement 
on Javdekar’s result. 
Nor&m lund definitions 
Let M -z ( V, E) be a multigraph. A clique of M is a maximal complete 
sub;:raph. The cardinality of a maximum clique is denoted by o(M). The degree 
of ;1 vertex t’ E V is denoted by 6(u), The m:.tximum degree of vertices in V is 
de,. ltcd by A( .%I). For L’, w E V. &w) is the Ilumber of edges between u and w. 
The maximum ~(t‘x), for x E V, is denoted bq X(U). The maximum p(u) for u E V 
is &noted by g(M). The chromatic number of M is denoted by x(M) and the 
&romatic index of M is denoted by x’(M). M is critical if for every vertex v E V, 
x( M - ~1 c x(M). M is e&e criticd if for every e E E, x’(M-- e) <x’(M). A 
k-coloring is a function from either V or E to (0, 1, . . . , k - 1) such th3t 
fM -= f(v) implies that x is not adjacent to y. The cardinality of V is denoted by 
c( M 1. The adjacency relation is denoted by _-. For u E V, N(u) = (w E V: w - II} 
and N[u‘l- Nlu)U{ul. If A c V, then i(A) denotes the subgraph induced by A. 
Isornc~rphism is denoted by =. Edges from u to w are denoted by UWi. If 
E.C( t u$t) -- 1 the subscript may be dropped. 
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We shall need the following improvement of Vizing’s Theorem for multigraphs 
181. 
Theorem 1 (Andersen [l]). rf M is an edge critical multigraph such that +x’(M) 3
A(M)+ 1, then every vertex u is adjacent to at least two vertices x such that 
6(x) + p(w) = x’(M). 
1. The main results 
Theorem 2. For ever) natural number n, C(n) holds if C’(n) holds. 
Proof. The theorem i-3 proved by the following three lemmas. The first lemma 
states that hoth C(n) and C’(n) hold for the special case n s 3. The :;econd lemma 
shows that if n 2 3, then for every multigraph M satisfying the hypothesis of C’(n) 
there exists a graph G satisfying the hypothesis of C(n) such that x(G) = x’(M); 
hence C(r2) implies C’(n). The third lemma shows that for 12 2 4 if a graph G is a 
counterexample to C(n), then there exists a multigraph M that is a counter- 
example to C’(n); hence C’(n) implies C(n). 
Lemma 3. If n s 3, then both C(n) and C’(n) are true. 
Proof. C’(n) follows from Shannon’s Theorem [7]. C(n) is trivial for n ~2. 
Suppose G satisfies the hypothesis of C(3). Then A(G) 65 since otherwise, by 
Ramsey theory, o(G) a 4 or G induces &. Thus the proof of Case 1 of 
Theorem 1 in [C] also proves C(3). This is because the hypothesis of the theorem 
that G does not induce Gs or Gj is not used for Case 1. Cl 
Lemma 4. If M is a multigraph such that A(M) 3 3, p(M) s 2, and M has no 
4-sided triangles, then G, the line graph of M, does not induce Klv3 or KS--e and 
w(G) = A(M). 
Proof. This is easy to check. 
Lemrma 5. If G = (V, E) is a critical graph such that G does not induce & or 
KS--e, o(G)*4, and x(G)*o(G)+ 2, then G is the line graph of Q multigraph M 
such that A(M) = o(G), p(M) ~2, and M does not contain a 4-sided triangle. 
Proof. Let M = ( W, F) where 
and 
W = {Xc V: X is a clique and for some clique Y c V, X f7 Y # 8, 
2 <min(lX- YI, lY\ - 1x1) and max((XI, jYI) 24) 
F={XY,,: X, YEW, X;f Y, and uEXnk3. 
Let f: F ---, V by f(XYU) = u. To prove that G is the line graph of M it suffices _ 
to show that: 
(1) f is onto. ic., for all u E V there exist at least two distinct XE W such that 
lEX; 
(2) f is one-to-one, i.e.,, for all t‘ E V there exist at most two distinct XE W 
such that UE X; 
(3) for all e. 4% F. e -4’ iff f(e)-+(e)). 
First we establish some useful facts about G. 
Fact a. lf K is a clique and 06 K, then IN(u) n KI S 2. 
Proof. Since I.$ K there exists k E K such that k j. U. If A c N(u) n K and ]A] = 3. 
then i(A U{v. k))= K,-e. 
Fact a’. If K and K’ we distinct cliques. then 1K n K’( 6 2. 
Fact b. If K is a clique, IKI 24. and k E K, thm (N(k) - K) U(k) a’s a complete 
suhgmph. 
Pmof. Suppose not. Then for some u,, 02 E N(k) - K, 01+ ~2. SO by Fact a each Ui 
is acljaccnt o at most one x, E K -{k}. Thus for some y E K, i({k, ul, CI~, y}) = K,,2. 
Fact c. If X md Y we distimv cliques, 1’ E X n Y. and 1x1. 1 Yf 23, theta N[u]c 
x U ‘5’. 
Proof, sllpp~)sc not. Ixt w E N[L+ (X IJ Yl. By Fact a’, IX f7 Y) ~2. Thus 
IX k’l -2. Thus, using Fact a, it is possible tv choose x E X - Y such that xf w. 
Rut then x, w E N(u) - Y. Since 1 YI 223 this contradicts Fact b. 
Fswt d. For 011 L: E V there exists a clique K wch that u E K and IKI 24. 
Pm:f. First s11pp0stz s ( c ; 2 6. Then by Rams{.\4 theory there exists A c N(u) such 
thrrt i(A U(v))= F&e3 or i(A U(u))= K4. Since the fhl;t case is impossible we are 
&~nc. M,w suppose that S(u)< 5. Since G is critical and x(G)ao(G)+ 2, 
w(G)s-k thus o(G) =-I and S(w)H, for all w Lz V. Suppose w-u and 6(w)a+h. 
Then thcrtz exists a clique K such that w E K and IKI = 4. If u E K we are done. 
Othxwise by Fact h. (N(w) -- K) U (w} is a clique \.>f size 4 containing w. Finally 
c~ppost’ i hat for all w E N[u], S(w) = 5, but L* is not an clement of any clique of 
six 3. Then i( N[u]) is the graph depicted in Fig. 2 and each Wi is adjacent to 
cxac:tly two vertices of H -T G - N[u]. 
v’Jc shall obtain a contradiction by showing that any x(G) -- 1 coloring of If can 
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be extended to a x(G) - 1 coloring of G. Note that x(G) - 12 5. First assign a 
color at to w1 and w3. This is possible since together wl and w3 are adjacent to 
only 4 colored vertices. Simkly assign colors to w2, w,, and ws. Finally assign a 
color to o. This is possible since, while u is adjacent to 5 colored vertices, two of 
them, w1 and w3, have the same color. 
The next fact implies (1). 
Fact e. For all v E V there exist X, YE ‘w such that N[u] c X Li Y, v E X n Y, 
IXla4, and IY-X+21 
Proof. By Fact d, there exists a clique X such that II E X and 1x13 4. Since G is 
critical and x(G)a*~(G)+2, IN(u)-X122. By Fact b, (N(v)-X)U(u) is con- 
tained in some clique Y. By Fact a, IX- YJ 2 2. Clearly I Y - Xl 2 2. Thus 
X, YEW. Clearly N[u]cXUY and uEXnY. 
Fati f. suppose that v is an element of distinct cliques X, YE W such that 
min(lXl, I Y() a+. Then for any other clique K, if v E K, then K$ W. 
Proof. By Fact C, N[v] c X U Y. By Fact a’, IK n Xl, IK n YI s 2. Thus IKI s 3. So 
X and Y are the only cliques of cardinality at least 4 that contain 2). Also JK -Xl, 
IK- Yl< 1. Thus K& W. 
Now we prove (2). 
If there exist two cliques of size at least 4 that contain v we are done by Fact f. 
Suppose this is not the case. By Fact e there exist cliques X, YE W such that 
1x134, lYl=3, N[v]cX’UY, uEXf7Y and IY-X122. Let Y={v,zo,z,). 
Suppose KE W is a clique different from X and Y that contains u. By Fact f, 
IKI = 3. By Fact a’, (K n xl, (K n ?‘I ~2; since K CT: X U Y WC must have equality. 
Say K = (u, xl, z 1}, where x1 E X. Since cliques are maximal complete subgraphs, 
xl j. zo. By Fact d, zl is corltained in a clique 2 of size at iesst 4. By Fact f, V, 
x1 # 2. By Fact b, N(z,) - 27 is a complete subgraph. Since x,, Z~)E N(z,), x1 j_ zO, 
and x,&Z, z&Z. Since VEX-Z and zo~v-zl, by Fact a, XnZ=$k (See Fig. 
3.) 
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%ow we show that for any x E X anti z E 2, if x - z, then N[x]c X U 2 iff 
Ni z jc X tr Z. Ry symmetry it s&ices t:, show one direction. Suppose x E X, 
- c- Z. and x _- z. If y$ X U Z and x - y, then by Fact b, z - y. 
Ncut notice’ that since G is critical and x(G) -=o(G)+2, for ail x E X, 
IN(x)--XI- 22 and for ail ZEZ, ~N(t)---Z~~2: thus by Fact a. if N(x)cXUZ, 
jN(x)nZl--2andif N(r:?~XUZ.IZV(z)T!Xj= 2. Now let u = x0. We shall define 
s\tbsets X0 -= {x, : i G k) c X and Z(, = (z, : i G k) c Z by induction on i. Suppose we 
iiavc defined x, for i S p and z, for i s p such that the .Yi and zi are distinct, 
Z, I .. Xi 1 * 2, - x,, and N[x,], N[ Zi]C X U Z. If xP - z. let k = 0 and stop. Other- 
wise ict t, ‘ , he the unused vertex in Z that is adjacent to s. Cncarly the inductive 
hypothesis is maintained by this choice. Similarly choose 3,, , to be the unused 
cortex in X adjacent to z,, . ,. Since 1X1. lZl:s o(G) this pr.)cess must eventually 
stop. (See Fig. 4.) 
Since G is critical there c?cists a x(G)-- 1 coloring g of H = G -(.&UZ,,). We 
will obtain a contradiction by extending t: to an x(G)- 1 coloring g of G. The 
only clcrnents of 1-f that eiemcnts of X,, arc adjacent to are in X-X0. Similarly 
the only elements of I-f that elements of Z(, ay’e adjacent to are in Z -&. Let A 
bc the set of colors available for coloring Xc, 2nd B be the set of colors available 
for coloring Zo. Since x(G)ao(GP2. IAlalX,,l+ 1 and IBI>IZ,,I+ 1. Let C= 
A n f3 { y,,. . . . ,yq ,I, A -X’={cu,,. . . ,a,). and B--C={&, . . . .&}. Define g 
X 2 
Fig. 4. 
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bY 
giq.xi):= vi 1 if i<q, cyi-q+l if iaq 
and 
g(zi)= Z” I if i<q-1, i-q+2 if iaq-1. 
Clearly $ is a x(G)- 1 coloring of G. 
Next we prove (3). Fix e, e’ E E Suppose e - e’. Then e = XY, and e’ = ml8 for 
some X, Y, Y’E W and v, V’E V. Then v and v’ are in the same clique X, f(e) = V, 
and f(e’) = v’. Since f is l-l, v # v’. Thus v - v’. Now suppose f(e) - f(e’). Say 
f(e) = v and f(e’) = v’. By Fact e there exists X, YE W such that N[V]C XU Y 
and v E X f~ Y. By (2), e = XU,. Since v - v’, v’ E X U Y. Say ZI’E X. Then by Fact 
e and (2) there exists Y’E W such that e’ = XY$. Thus e - e’. 
So far we have shown that G is the line graph of M. By Fact a and the 
definition of F, &M&2. By (1) and (2) and the definitions of F and W, 
A(M) = o(G). Suppose M has a 4-sided triangle. Then there exist distinct 
X, Y, ZE W and distinct v, v’, x, y E V such that v, V’E X n Y, x E X n Z, and 
y E Y n Z. By (2) x# Y, but x - v, v’, y and v, v’, y E’ Y. This consradicts Fact 
a. q 
Theorem 6. C(n) and C’(n) are true for n s 9. 
Proof. Sine: it is shown in [G] that J(m) holds for odd m s 9 and C’(n) implies 
C(n) the following lemma proves the theorem. 
Lemma 7. ;‘f m is odd an,d J(m) is true, then C’(n) is true for n = m and n = m - 1. 
Proof. Suppose not C’(n). Then there exists an edge critical multigraph M = 
(V, E) such that x’(M) = n +2, A(M) s n, p(M)~2, and M does not contain a 
&sided triangle. By Theorem 1 M has two adjacent vertices u and w such that 
8(v) =6(w) = n and p(uw)= 2. Since M does not contain a 4-sided triangle 
N(U) n N(b) = 8. Thus 
Now we obtain a contradiction by using .!(m j ;io show that u(M) <A. 
Case 1: n=nl. Then 
ml(M)+m-3Kn2+n-3 -_ 
m-l - 
_<n2+n-2 
n-l n-l 
=n+2=x’(M). 
Thus by J(m), u(M)~m--2=A--2. 
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Case 2: n=m-1. Then 
md(M)+m-3<n”+2n-2 n”+2n 
- 
.< 
m .- 1 
-= n+2=X’(M). 
n n 
Theorem 8. If G does not induce I&, KS-e, or all of G4, GS, and G9, then 
xKWao(GI+ 1. 
Proof. Suppose that G is critical and x(G) 3 o(G) + 2. We shall obtain a con- 
tradiction by showing that G induces G4, Gs and G,. By Theorem 6 we may 
assume that o(G) 36. By Lemma 5, G is the line graph of a multigraph M such 
that p(M)9 2 and A(M) = w(G). By Theorem 1 there exist vertices x, y, z EM 
such that 8(x) = 8(r) = o(G) and a -- a = 2. Thus there exist cliques X, Y 
and Z in G such that 1X1= 121 = o{(G) and IX n Y( = IY nZ[ = 2. By Fact a in the 
proof of Lemma Cc, no vertex in X - Y is adjacent to any vertex in Y-X and no 
vcrtcx in Y -- Z is adjacent to any vertex in Z - Y. Let y,, y, E Y fl X, y3, y4~ 
Yn.7. teZ -Y and ~,,x~EX-((YUN(L)). Then i({~~,~2,y~,y2,y3,~4})~G~ 
and i({x,. x2. y,. y2. y,, z), = G+ In order to sh<bw that G induces Gs we consider 
IWO c;Is,cs. 
Ctrw 1: For some WE(XUZ)-Y, N(w)$XUZ. Say WEX and DE 
NC WI - LX U Z). Since lZl> 4, by Fact a there exists Z’E Z - Y such that u$ z’. By 
FiiCt h, M' t Z' and LY is not adjacent to any vertex in (X n Y) U( Y t7 Z). Thus 
i((c. w, yi, y;:. y-1. z’}, = G+ 
(kse 2: Mof Ccrst7 1 crrtd for sorue y E Y, JV( y ) (f X U Z. Say u F. N( y ) - (X U Z). 
I+ Fact k v # yl. y:. y.1, or y4. Since G is critical N(x) $ X. By not Case 1, there 
exists 2, c: 2 such th:it x I -- t , . C’karly zl 4 Y. By not Case 1, x, -j. I)-$- z I. By Fact b 
!‘I 1 L’-+ ~2, So iC{tl, y, yl, y,, xl. t,)) = G5. 
Finally wc show that not Cast 1 and not Case 2 contradict the criticalness of G. 
Let f bc an o(G) + 1 coloring of G - Y. Every vertex of (X U Z) - Y is adjacent to 
cuac!ly w(Gi-- 1 colored vertices. Thus we may assume that (Y =f(z) is a color not 
-Ed for vcrticcs ilr X. Extend f to an w(G) 1. 1 coloring T of G by first letting 
fcv,. - a. then assigning colors to y, and y, 
This is l)ossihlc since at the times v:, 
:.nd finally assigning a color to y,. 
and y-3 are colored they are adjacent to 
- ‘w!Gl + I colored vertices and at the time that y4 is colored it is adjacent to 
o(G) + 1 4orcd vccticcs two of which have lien ~lored a. 0 
Procbf. I .ct H bc a critical subgraph of G such that x(H) = x(G). If o(H j S 3 then 
b>, : xmma 3, x(G) x= x(H)%o (H)+~sw(G)+I. If w(H),3 and x(H)3 
(L)( f d ) + z. then hy Ixmma 5, H is the line graph of multigraph M such that 
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A(M)=u(H) and p(M)~2. Thus by V&g’s Theorem x(G)=x(H)=x’(M)~ 
A(M)+2=o(H)+2~o(G)+2. 0 
Note added ia pmaf 
The first author has recently proved that if MI is a multigraph such that 
x’(M) = A(M) + p(M), then M contains a 2p(M)-sided triangle. In particular, C’(n) 
holds for all n. 
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